
Write to Heal Virtual Summit 

W.T.H.: 
The Art 
of Letting 
Go 
SPEAKER GUIDEBOOK 
FEBRUARY 11-15, 2019 
NOON & 7PM EST DAILY Turn your pain into paper… the healing is in 

YOUR hands!



FROM THE HOST 

Jamie “Jai”  
Hopkins 

Welcome Friends! I’m excited to share how you can heal from past 
trauma through the art of writing, then take that pain (book) and make 
it pay you back over and over and over! To kick things off, I’d like to 
share with you a piece I wrote in 2006 called “The Truth About Life”. 

Life  
Life can be unfair. 
Life can be cruel. 
Life can be blissful. 
Life can be short or long, meaningful or worthless. 
Life is here today, gone today, but it never stops; it never pauses, 
there’s no break, no pull over and catch your breath with life.  
Life can be full of hurts and pain. 
That same life can be full of love, joy, peace, happiness. 
Life is work and the effort you put into it is the effort of work you get 
from it. That’s Life.  

Truth  
Truth has many faces and often covered by lies. 
Truth always show itself. Truth can never be a lie, it’s always true to 
form. Truth never changes. It is the epitome of life. It controls every 
moving thing. It is often rejected, despised, hated, denied ... but none 
of that ever changes the character of Truth. What is Truth? Truth is 
God. And without Truth, life does not exist.  

This is the Truth about Life.
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Master Business Builder Millionaire Coach Dawniel Winningham has been instrumental in my growth as a woman of God 
and a business owner. Watching her pour out her heart tirelessly every Monday night to her mentees has been truly 
amazing. I see her listen to her clients when they express their problems in business; and if any of her 8,000 products/
services don’t solve their problem, she creates it. She taught me to use what is in my hands to produce the money I want for 
generational wealth. She says all the time that we limit God by asking for little stuff, go for the BIG fish.  

Since the first day we met face to face, I was inspired to keep on publishing and publishing with a twist! I’d gone through 
several business coaches who told me to give up working with survivors because they wouldn’t pay me for healing. I’d been 
told to stay away from the word “healing” because it scares people away. Coach said to me, “Girl you know how many 
people out here NEED healing AND will pay for it???” She never doubted my gifts, but nurtured them.  

Coach, I wanted to honor you for simply being you. Your heart is unique, one of a kind, none other like you; and I am grateful 
to call you MY COACH! Thank you for being committed to seeing other women WIN. I love you! -Jamie (aka Lil Bit)
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MONDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 
2019

NOON

Stephanie Nelson
Uncover What’s Hidden in 
Plain Sight

Deonna Marie
The Signature Reflection: 
Mirror of the Soul

Tamika L. Sims Making Your Pain Pay

7PM
Nichole Bess Toss It Up! 

Londyn Nikole
Sugar & Spice & 
Everything NICE!

Anton Gray
Time to Make SHIFT 
Happen
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Stephanie Nelson has owned and operated a small 

business since 2000 and has honed her craft as a project 
manager and business consultant to successfully secure 
contracts in government, financial services, arts and 
entertainment.  She is a data geek, operations and 
efficiency guru,  marketing, software and technology 
expert. Stephanie is most successful helping 
entrepreneurs, authors, speakers, and creatives who need 
to build irresistible products or services to be sold 
repeatedly without exchanging time for money. Connect 
with her at www.nelsonlegacyenterprises.com. 

Deonna Marie Cattledge is a professional classical 

singer, a highly sought-out vocal coach and development 
coach, a professional actor, and host of Wednesdays with 
You, her trendy and motivational Facebook series. She is 
the founder of Deonna Marie | The Gift of Voice where she 
uses her gift of song and education to raise awareness 
about vocal health. Deonna Marie uses her knowledge, 
experience, passion, and her amazing ability to infatuate 
others with her emotion and vocal talent to connect to the 
world. Deonna Marie is determined to bring inspiration to 
anyone and everyone she encounters.

http://www.nelsonlegacyenterprises.com
http://www.nelsonlegacyenterprises.com
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Tamika L. Sims is President & Chief Officer of Get 

Write With Tamika where she provides author coaching 
and editing to aspiring and veteran authors. Tamika is 
creator of the GetWrite 7-Day eBookcamp and the Make It 
Write Workshops & Seminars. She is the author of four 
books and has helped nearly 100 authors write and 
publish their stories. Connect with Tamika on Facebook at 
Tamika Sims or email at tamika@inkpendiva.com.  

Nichole Bess been dope since ’84! The Kick Start 

Queen herself, Nicole teaches how to profit from your 
purpose! She literally gives 6-figure ideas customized for 
your business in 15 minutes or less for only $11.11.  Sign 
up to get a kickstart to your business by texting 
“KICKSTART” to 555888. Or Connect with her on 
Instagram at Nichole M Bess.

https://www.facebook.com/tamikalsims/timeline?lst=100000104242161:100004003351684:1548424900
mailto:tamika@inkpendiva.com
https://www.facebook.com/tamikalsims/timeline?lst=100000104242161:100004003351684:1548424900
mailto:tamika@inkpendiva.com
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Londyn Nikole is an Image Strategist and 

Transformational Speaker who has transferred her 
considerable talents from a Celebrity Make-Up Artist and 
Beauty Expert into motivational speaking, to empower 
women to live purpose driven lives. She has launched two 
very powerful confidence and motivational building 
platforms that seek to encourage women to form 
comraderies with each other, share ideas, support 
business ventures, educate each other, radiate internal 
and external beauty, and live purposeful lives through the 
guidance of God. Visit www.theglamourboss.com for 
more information.

Anton Gray is an entrepreneur, business coach, and 

speaker known to most as the mindset mentor, and 
professional dot connector. His message is simple: every 
great empire ever built was done so on a solid foundation. 
As a coach and creator of the LIFE MBA transformation 
program, he helps entrepreneurs develop the blueprints 
and lay the solid foundations necessary to build, launch, 
and grow the businesses of their dreams. Visit 
antongray.com for more information or email 
hello@antongray.com.

http://www.theglamourboss.com
http://antongray.com
http://www.theglamourboss.com
http://antongray.com
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 
12, 2019

NOON

Colyn Wanjiru
De-stigmatizing Cannabis 
and Using It for Healing

Roxanne Van 
Brown

Been There, Buried That!                      

Shedonna Stubbs
Using Radio to Push 
Beyond the Norm

7PM

Vicki Kirk May
From Brokenness to 
Wholeness

Cheryl B. Victor Your Healing Power

Levi D. Timmons
Perspective & Perception: 
Breaking Down the Mystery 
of Faith in Trauma
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Colyn Wanjiru is the owner of Zima 360º Wellness 

which specializes in CBD infused, organically sourced 
Caribbean style meals, drinks and seasoning 
blends.  “Zima” is a Swahili word meaning “whole, healthy 
and without defect”, which is what our company focuses 
on—healing the whole person.  We also offer culinary 
caregiver services for medical marijuana patients and 
protein recovery meal plans for athletes.  Our recipes are 
designed to aid in reducing inflammation while never 
compromising on flavor. Visit www.zima360wellness.com 
for more information.

Roxanne Van Brown: Quirky is a word I like to 

use to describe myself. NOT, Has a Loose Screw, Blonde, 
or Ditzy! My ways have enhanced my creativity all along; 
and too, I believe connected me to my spiritual and 
intellectual depths. I became aware of my artistic abilities 
when my third grade teacher told me I was an artist! 
Sufferings are never common, but I have much comfort to 
give, coming from my own healings and overcomings. 
Mentoring and being mentored, can make the difference 
between drowning or climbing higher! Connect with 
Roxanne via email: rockvanbrown@gmail.com.

mailto:rockvanbrown@gmail.com
mailto:rockvanbrown@gmail.com
http://www.zima360wellness.com
http://www.zima360wellness.com
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Shedonna G. Stubbs, CEO of The Leap of Faith 

Network, LLC, Host of The Stubbs Show, Co-Author of 
"Her Story, His Glory", Realistic Motivational Speaker, 
Community Activist and Mother of 2 boys. Her mission in 
life is to push people off the ledge and encourage them to 
take their own Leap of Faith in Life. From interviewing 
legends such as Maya Angelou and a host of other 
celebrities, she is now on a mission to build her own 
celebrity status. Follow her on Facebook at @The Stubbs 
Show, email worldoffaith@yahoo.com or call 
202-883-9934.

Vicki Kirk May is a mother, grandmother, and wife. 

She's a 22 year veteran educator turned entrepreneur. 
Vicki helps  educators to elevate their mindset, escape the 
paycheck to paycheck existence , and eliminate burnout 
so they can live the life they desire. She's a speaker, an 
award winning author,  consultant and trainer . Her 
explosive message of evolution and domination appeals 
to all those who are ready to release the greatness inside 
them. Connect with her on Facebook at Vicki Kirk May. 

https://www.facebook.com/vicki.kirk.90/timeline?lst=100000104242161:100000485478147:1548255417
https://www.facebook.com/vicki.kirk.90/timeline?lst=100000104242161:100000485478147:1548255417
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Cheryl B. Victor is a Massage Therapy Educator  

specializing in massage therapy for people with  physical  
as well as mental disabilities, Alzheimer’s/dementia and 
hospice patients. We teach professionals, family members 
and caregivers how to massage and communicate with 
their nonverbal clients/or Loved ones. Connect with her 
on Facebook at Cheryl B. Victor.

Levi D. Timmons is a father, grandfather, son, 

brother, uncle and friend. He’s a musician, a poet, an 
aspiring author and actor. He’s a retired veteran, an 
engineer, electrician and carpenter. But his most precious 
gift is a Minister of God’s Word. Encouraging others to 
keep the faith through the most challenging times has 
been Levi’s mission for over a decade. “I’m not perfect, I’m 
chosen.” Connect with him on Facebook at Levi Timmons. 

https://www.facebook.com/cheryl.b.victor/timeline?lst=100000104242161:1773495665:1548255567
https://www.facebook.com/levi.timmons
https://www.facebook.com/cheryl.b.victor/timeline?lst=100000104242161:1773495665:1548255567
https://www.facebook.com/levi.timmons
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 
13, 2019

NOON

Gretchen Hyatt
You Have Permission to 
Heal Tahhhhday!

Allison Arnett Brand It Beautifully

Vanessa Collins
Creating a Digital Library 
with Your Book Baby

7PM
Jimeka Jones 

Setzer
When the BALM Speaks 

Jennifer King
How to Behave The Right 
Way on Social Media

Dr. Ragan M. 

Brown
Writing for Self-Care 
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Gretchen Hyatt is a 42-yr-old mother to her 20-yr-old 

daughter, 3-yr-old daughter, and 1-yr-old son. She is a 
Master Life Coach specializing as an intuitive reader/
crystal healer and CBD Educator. Gretchen has suffered 
from Type 1 bipolar disorder, an acute form of anxiety, 
Fibromyalgia, and chronic migraine headaches for over 15 
years. Her ongoing work with maintaining stability and 
sobriety from alcohol with these mental and physical 
health challenges has driven her to help others that suffer 
to get the support to work on their emotional stability. 
Follow her at http://theresidualqueen.com.

Allison Arnett, Book and Brand Designer and 2x 

Best-Selling Author, has built her brand from the ground 
up using everything she's learned along the way. Fun 
facts: Allison is a degree accountant AND self-taught 
graphic designer with over 12 years in the industry.  She's 
had the pleasure of designing beautiful boss brands and 
book covers for several speakers, authors, coaches, and 
creative writers over the last three and a half years as a 
full-time entrepreneur.  Connect with Allison Denise at 
www.branditbeautifully.com or on all social media 
@imallisondenise.

http://www.branditbeautifully.com
http://theresidualqueen.com
http://www.branditbeautifully.com
http://theresidualqueen.com
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Jimeka Jones Setzer is a 3rd generation graduate 

of Howard University earning a Master of Divinity degree, 
and a 2nd generation graduate of University of Maryland 
University College earning a Bachelor of Science degree 
in Psychology. This clergywoman is the founder of Women 
In Agreement, a woman’s group offers a holistic approach 
to one’s well-being, to include spiritual and emotional 
needs. Jimeka also founded the I Am the Balm Wellness 
Retreat, an overnight experience for God-conscious 
women ready to change and awaken, from the inside out. 
Connect with her at www.jimekajonessetzer.com.

Vanessa Collins is an author, publisher and Certified 

Digital Marketing Professional (CDMP). Coaches, 
Speakers, Authors and Entrepreneurs hire her to show 
them how to use digital marketing to make more money in 
their business. Vanessa stays on the cutting edge of 
technology and provides timely information to her clients 
so that they can make fast, informed decisions about their 
business. She has written and published 6 books and has 
coached or published over 50 authors with over 100 
books. She is the creator of Digital Mastery for Authors, 
Digital Mastery for Women and Digital Mastery Academy. 
Learn more at https://vanessacollinsllc.com. 

https://vanessacollinsllc.com
http://www.jimekajonessetzer.com
https://vanessacollinsllc.com
http://www.jimekajonessetzer.com
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Ragan M. Brown, writes from the heart and strives 

to connect with readers. In October of 2018, The Teacher’s 
Lounge-Self-Care Journal  was released to assist 
educators with practical strategies for taking a mindful 
moment. Dr. Brown received a PhD in Child Development 
from Texas Woman’s University and recently launched 
Cultivation Connection, an academic and personal 
development coaching service. This is a community of 
individuals and resources working together intentionally 
for personal and academic growth, success, and 
transformation. Writing is my voice and outlet! Connect 
with her on Facebook at Ragan Monette Brown.

Jennifer King has enjoyed working in sales for over a 

decade and realized that with the noisy social media 
streets, the way we do business in this day and time is 
totally different from a decade ago.  As such, Jennifer has 
founded BOSS Social Media Academy where she offers a 
variety of services aimed at teaching business owners how 
to effectively leverage Social Media in order to grow their 
business. She calls it BOSSing up your Social Media so 
that you use it to build relationships, offer the 
opportunities, sell more products and services, and stay 
consistent. To learn more about her membership, go to 
bit.ly/bossmembership. 

http://bit.ly/bossmembership
https://www.facebook.com/rmonette.brown/timeline?lst=100000104242161:100013064681653:1548256419
http://bit.ly/bossmembership
https://www.facebook.com/rmonette.brown/timeline?lst=100000104242161:100013064681653:1548256419
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 
14, 2019

NOON
Sharon Carter 
Jenkins

To Polish or Nah - What 
To Look For in An Editor

Whitney Warden
Finding Happiness in 
ANY Situation

Zaundra Grant Divorce/Life Recovery

7PM

Chanel Blackmore
The Cost of The Oil in 
Your Alabaster Box

Stephanie Laine 

Nixon
Why are You Choosing 
to Stay Stuck?

Dr. Nicole M. Alford
Getting Unstuck and 
Owning Your Ish
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Sharon C. Jenkins is the Inspirational Principal for 

The Master Communicator’s Writing Services. She 
provides writing and coaching services to small 
businesses, nonprofits and authors.  Known as The Master 
Communicator, she has mastered multiple 
communications platforms. Sharon is a sought-out 
keynote speaker for expos, conventions, and conferences. 
Her most notable accomplishment is that she is the 
adoring grandmother of six wonderful grandchildren. 
Connect with Sharon at www.mcwritingservices.com. 

Whitney R. Warden is a self-taught abstract artist. 

He refers to his art as "Optical Jazz”— being a big fan of 
Old School Jazz he sees how what the past greats such as 
Miles and Coletrane did and what he does parallel. “I 
bring out feelings in people and create emotion with what 
I do; it comes right out my head and usually there are few 
words involved in the piece. That's Jazz to me." - Whitney. 
Get a copy of his latest book, Optical Jazz on Amazon, 
which has poems and artistic designs by the artist himself: 
bit.ly/opticaljazz  Connect with Whitney on Instagram 
@whitneyabstract. 

http://bit.ly/opticaljazz
http://www.mcwritingservices.com
http://bit.ly/opticaljazz
http://www.mcwritingservices.com
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Chanel Blackmore is a corporate trainer, published 

author, minister, certified life coach and wife. As a result of 
struggling to find herself, Chanel recognizes the 
importance of knowing one’s self. This prompted her to 
start an organization, Just BMore Coaching, LLC, whose 
mission is to encourage women to be more in every area 
of life. Chanel’s unique ability to recognize areas that steal 
your identity is only surpassed by her passion to support 
you as you uncover who you really are.  Connect with 
Chanel at www.justbmore.com. 

Zaundra Grant is a Divorce & Life Recovery Coach 

certified by the John C. Maxwell Team, a Transformational 
Speaker, #1 Best Selling Author, and Entrepreneur. 
Zaundra has been a coach for the past eight years. 
Zaundra has written her signature coaching program, 
THRIVE, to help others with real hurts, do real work and 
achieve real results that lead to breakthroughs and 
creating the life experiences they most want to enjoy. 
Connect with her via email at Zaundra@MajorMark.org or 
call 832-498-7092 to schedule a consultation.

http://www.justbmore.com
http://www.justbmore.com
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Stephanie Laine Nixon is an educator and life 

coach, who has a passion for helping professional women 
reconnect to their purpose and leverage their talents and 
skills in order to design a HAPPY lifestyle.  With 22 years in 
the education field as a teacher, vice principal and 
principal, Stephanie has helped thousands of young 
people realize their dreams and mentored many 
educators into leaders.  In her downtime, Stephanie 
spends quality time with her four beautiful children. Follow 
her on social media @StephLaineNixon.

Dr. Nicole M. Alford, a.k.a. ‘The Good Dr. Nik,’ is 

a licensed clinical psychologist in full-time private practice 
who’s been impacting lives for over 20 years. She is a 
dynamic mental health advocate and compassionate 
activist seeking to raise mental health awareness and 
destigmatize help-seeking in minority communities. Dr. 
Alford’s office is located in Bowie, Maryland. She can be 
contacted for clinical appointments, consultations, and 
speaking engagements through her website, 
www.TheGoodDrNik.com and can be followed on Twitter, 
Instagram, and Facebook @TheGoodDrNik. 

http://www.TheGoodDrNik.com
http://www.TheGoodDrNik.com
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FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 
2019

NOON
Julia A. Royston

Words Have Power:  Healed 
By Your Words

Erica Mozee
Growing Your Business via 
Social Media

Laurasha Lovett
You are the Fabric but God 
is the Designer

7PM
Melissa Holmes

Words Can Hurt or Heal, 
You Decide

Howard Lee III
Connecting Your Passion 
to Your Destiny

Gwendolyn 

Knowlton

Energy, Hooks & Misplaced 
Boundaries: The Piece Keeping 
You From Your Peace.
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Julia A. Royston spends her days doing what she 

loves, writing, publishing, speaking, coaching and singing 
throughout the country.  Helping people tell their story 
and introducing these stories to the world is her “Why.”  
BK Royston Publishing LLC and Royal Media and 
Publishing and Royston Book Fairs are the conduits that 
she uses to spread the love of reading, writing and books 
around the world.  Follow Julia on social media or visit 
www.juliaroyston.net for information.  

Erica Mozee. is the owner and founder of Graphic 

Kueen where she helps small business owners maximize 
their brand presence on social media through design and 
strategies. She also became a self-published author in 
June of 2016 and currently writing her second paperback, 
which will be available Spring 2019. Get a copy of her 
book, Heal Before You Deal, at bit.ly/HealBeforeYouDeal.

http://bit.ly/HealBeforeYouDeal
http://bit.ly/HealBeforeYouDeal
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Laurasha Lovett is a phenomenal mother of 4, 

devoted wife, fashion designer, author, blogger, 
entrepreneur, student of life, and proud veteran of the 
United States Marines Corp. She is a huge advocate and 
educator for women who have experienced sexual assault. 
As a survivor, she understands what it’s like to be in the 
darkness of life, how God had a bigger plan for her life. 
He brought her out through the light of life. She is now 
able to show other women how to use Fashion, Life, and 
Coffee to live a Diamond Lifestyle. Visit her blog at http://
fashionlifecoffee.com. 

Melissa Holmes is a woman who survived domestic 

violence as a result of being in abusive relationships twice 
in her life. After experiencing a close call with death 
during an encounter with her abuser while in the second 
abusive relationship, Melissa, being grateful that her life 
was spared, chose to use her experiences to not only 
bring healing to herself but also to others. Melissa started 
Love Shouldn't Hurt NY Inc., a non-profit organization for 
domestic violence survivor and victims. If you would like to 
book Melissa, contact her via email at: 
melissaholmes67.mh@gmail.com or via Facebook.

http://fashionlifecoffee.com
http://fashionlifecoffee.com
http://fashionlifecoffee.com
http://fashionlifecoffee.com
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Howard Lee III aka The Motivational Poet, is a 

Master Spoken Word Artist, Published Author, Youth 
Empowerment Champion and an Exuberant Orator who 
has improved the living conditions of hundreds of families 
and youth with mentorship in parenting, connecting 
community resources and promoting healthy 
relationships. He launched a dynamic Youth 
Empowerment platform that instructs poetry and business 
modeling concepts to promote entrepreneurship. 
Connect with Howard via social media @motivationalpoet.

Gwen Knowlton is an Emotional Wellness/Trauma 

coach and social worker who is known as the “brain 
trainer”. She spent 6 years and over 1500 hours serving as 
a medical research analyst, and studied with world 
renowned doctors that specialized in methylation and 
neuroscience. She combined her experience as social 
worker, medical research analyst and Natural health coach 
to create a coaching program that's has “gotten results in 
weeks that were not achieved in years”. She coaches and 
teaches time tested, scientifically proven tools that help 
people retrain their brain to respond differently to stress 
and trauma.
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AmbassadorsAdriene Pilcher

Kiara Hopkins Sherika Johnelle

Katrina Brown




